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DATA SHEET

BLACKLINE LIVE PORTAL
LEADING SAFETY MONITORING TOOLS

The Blackline Live portal is at the core of all Blackline Safety monitoring solutions, equipping businesses 
with leading alert management tools, dashboard and comprehensive configuration management of 
fielded devices. Blackline Live can be accessed from anywhere on an internet-connected device. 

The safety status of every team member is visible at a glance using Blackline Live’s real-time maps, 
showing the location and alert status of all fielded devices. Custom floor and site plans work together 
with Location Beacons, delivering more comprehensive situational awareness where GPS may be 
unnavailable or in and around complex facilities. 

Employee-worn monitoring devices are easily configured for specific work environments. Each device 
is managed in Blackline Live using configuration profiles that make it easy to tailor device functionality 
to accommodate any need. Devices are configured wirelessly, over-the-air, ensuring they are always 
up-to-date and working as they should. Alert profiles are also configured through Blackline Live, with 
documented custom emergency protocols tailored to the device that instruct monitoring personnel 
how to manage optimized emergency responses. Using address book contacts stored in Blackline Live, 
personnel know who to call and how to escalate responses, up to and including EMS, fire or police. 

Whether you decide to monitor in-house or take advantage of Blackline's 24/7 Safety Operations Center, 
monitoring personnel use Blackline Live to provide them with critical insights and workflows to manage 
emergency alerts in real-time. As a cloud-hosted web portal, Blackline Live doesn't require IT approved 
downloads or costly installation — accessing your account is as simple as logging in. Delivering 
situational awareness communicated from employee-worn devices in the field, Blackline Live provides 
all the tools necessary for monitoring personnel to manage a world-class emergency response. 

Supporting gas detection programs, G7 devices equipped with gas sensors wirelessly communicate 
compliance and usage data to Blackline Live for automatic reporting, alleviating the need for manual 
data collection. From incident through to resolution all activities are time-stamped for future reporting, 
including notes that are used to document the response. 
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Evacuation Management
Notify and direct a single worker or 
whole teams to designated muster points 

Trigger a large scale evacuation
using mass-notifications

Monitor the progress of evacuations on 
a map in real-time from start to finish

Reporting  
Every event is time-stamped and 
recorded for reporting

Transparent emergency response-time 
reporting ensures superior performance 
standards

Employee Address Book
Store employee contact information
for escalation

Employees are associated with devices and as 
notified contacts or emergency contacts within 
alert profiles

Alert History
View documented history of every alert

Review notes, messages to employees and 
voice recordings of calls to users

AUTHORIZED  BLACKLINE SAFETY RESELLER

Alert Management
Visual and audible indication of every alert

Location and identity of the employee plus 
nearby co-workers (map)

Document alert activities with notes

Resolve alerts as a system test, false alert or 
incident (with or without dispatch)

Real-time Location Map
Real-time safety status of every team 
member  visible on the map page

Device Configuration Profiles
Devices configured wirelessley, over-the-air

Adjust alert functions and sensitivities from  
any internet connected device

Alert Profiles
Documented emergency response protocols 
easily customized for different environments  
or operating needs

Identify how monitoring personnel will 
escalate responses during an emergency 

Notify supervisors by text and email when 
an alert occurs

Requirements
Internet connection 

Web browser: Safari, Chrome, Firefox, Internet 
Explorer, Blackberry Wi-Fi browser

Dashboard
View real-time equipment utilization

Address gas detection compliance gaps 
proactively 

Gas Detection Compliance
Monitor fleet health, see which devices are 
healthy, have service pending or required

Schedule and monitor calibration and        
bump tests

Map gas events to identify potential hazards

DETAILED SPECIFICATION


